CONCEPT™ Accessories CONCEPT™ Accessories

Door Stop Kit

Door Stop Kit secures the door in the open position. Kit can be
installed at the top or bottom of a door which opens horizontally.
Door opening angle can be easily adjusted by means of a wing nut.
Stop arm slides neatly out of the way when the door is closed. All
parts are plated. Mounting hardware included.
• Door stop kits should not be installed on enclosures configured with a
swing-out panel or swing-out rack frame
• Door stop kits cannot be used with CONCEPT window doors
Bulletin: A80
Catalog Number
ADSTOPK

Data Pockets

Finish
Plated Steel

Data Pockets provide convenient storage for wiring diagrams,
operation manuals and other documentation inside an enclosure.
Pocket mounts on studs located on the inside of a solid-door
enclosure. Constructed of high-impact thermoplastic, pockets are
dark gray and have cutout areas for easy access and visibility to
contents. Mounting hardware included.
Bulletin: UX1Y
Catalog Number
ADP1
ADP2

Length x Width
in./mm
6.00 x 6.00
152 x 152
12.00 x 12.00
305 x 305

Fits CONCEPT Enclosure
when A is less than or equal to 24
and B is less than or equal to 24
when A is greater than or equal to 30
and B is greater than or equal to 20

Use ADP2 when A = 24 and B = 30

Lock Inserts

Lock inserts can be substituted for the standard 3-mm double-bit
latch insert. Inserts have a chrome finish. Matching key is zinc diecast.
Bulletin: A4GY, CWY
Catalog Number
CLKTM7
CLKSM7
CLKDBM3
CLKSLOT

Mounting-Bracket Kits

Description
Triangular 7-mm insert with key
Square 7-mm insert with key
Double bit with key
Slotted Insert no key

Mounting-Bracket Kits are field installable. Composite and
stainless steel brackets are rated to Type 4X. Set of four (4) brackets
can support 500 lb. maximum load. All hardware is included. Four
brackets per kit.
Mounting brackets are required to maintain UL/CSA external mounting
requirement.
Bulletin: A80
Catalog Number
CMFK
CMFKSS
CMTGFT
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SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Description
Steel
Stainless Steel
Composite
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